Across

3. Re Lysaght (Dec'd) [1966] is an authority for this type of scheme. [CYPRES]
5. These types of trusts seek to bring about a change in the law and are not considered charitable. [POLITICAL]
6. The third class of McNaughten LJ in Pemsel's case. [RELIGION]
7. MacNaughten LJ in Pemsel's case examined this in the Statute of Charitable Uses 1601. [PREAMBLE]

Down

1. The second class of McNaughten LJ in Pemsel's case. [EDUCATION]
2. Charitable, political and private are all a type of. [TRUST]
3. A charitable trust must have certainty of intention, certainty of subject and a ___purpose. [CHARITABLE]
4. Apart from falling within one of the four classes of McNaughten LJ in Pemsel's case, a valid charitable trust must also be. [PUBLICBENEFIT]
Down

5. First class of McNaughten LJ in Pemsel's case [POVERTY]